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NEW QUESTION: 1
A CIO has asked an IS to implement several security controls
for an organization's IT process and system. The auditor
should:
A. Perform the assignment and future audits with the due
professional care.
B. Refuse due to independence issue
C. Obtain approval from execute management for the
implementation.
D. Communicate the conflict of interest to audit management.
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
You created a Service Request Analysis dashboard with four
reports. Each report was built using the Service Request
History subject area and contains both the Fiscal Quarter field
and the Industry field. Two of the reports contains the Owner
and Region fields and one contains the Product Name field.
Identify which option describes the best components of a
dashboard prompt that would filter all reports on the
dashboard.
A. Subject Area: Service Request History Fields: Fiscal Quarter
and Industry with an is Prompted filter on the Fiscal Quarter
and Industry columns in each report
B. Subject Area: Service Request History Fields: Fiscal Quarter
and Industry with an "Is
LIKE" filter on the Fiscal Quarter and Industry columns in each
report
C. Subject Area: Account History subject area Fields; Fiscal
Quarter and Industry with an
"Is Prompted" filter on the Fiscal Quarter and Industry columns
in each report
D. Subject Area Service Requests Fields: Owner and Region with
an 'Is Prompted' filter on the Owner and Region columns in each
report
E. Subject Area: Service Request History
Fields: Fiscal Quarter, Industry, Owner, Region, and Product
Name with an 'Is Prompted'
filter on the Fiscal Quarter, Industry, Owner, Region, and
Product Name columns in each report
Answer: A
Explanation:
All reports include both the Fiscal Quarter field and the
Industry field. So we can make a 'Is Prompted' filter on these
two columns.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Your perimeter Security Gateway's external IP is 200.200.200.3.

Your network diagram shows:
Required: Allow only network 192.168.10.0 and 192.168.20.0 to
go out to the Internet, using
200.200.200.5.
The local network 192.168.1.0/24 needs to use 200.200.200.3 to
go out to the Internet.
Assuming you enable all the settings in the NAT page of Global
Properties, how could you achieve these requirements?
A. Create a network object 192.168.0.0/16. Enable Hide NAT on
the NAT page. Enter 200.200.200.5 as the hiding IP address. Add
an ARP entry for 200.200.200.5 for the MAC address of
200.200.200.3.
B. Create two network objects: 192.168.10.0/24 and
192.168.20.0/24. Add the two network objects to a group object.
Create a manual NAT rule like the following: Original source group object; Destination - any; Service - any; Translated
source - 200.200.200.5; Destination - original; Service original.
C. Create an Address Range object, starting from 192.168.10.1
to 192.168.20.254. Enable Hide NAT on the NAT page of the
address range object. Enter Hiding IP address 200.200.200.5.
Add an ARP entry for
200.200.200.5 for the MAC address of 200.200.200.3.
D. Create network objects for 192.168.10.0/24 and
192.168.20.0/24. Enable Hide NAT on both network objects, using
200.200.200.5 as hiding IP address. Add an ARP entry for
200.200.200.3 for the MAC address of 200.200.200.5.
Answer: C
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